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Business Membership number: ${GMS_Contacts.MEMBER_NUMBER}

Hi ${DynamicVariable.DYN_FIRST_NAME},

Transitioning to electric vehicles is a hot topic at the moment, but many business owners are

hesitant because they don’t know what’s involved. To put your mind at ease, we’ve shone a

spotlight on Canterbury Bankstown Council, who are leaders in the movement towards green

vehicles. They take us through the steps involved in the transition to an EV fleet, from

spreading awareness and visibility, to practical things like charging stations and parking

spaces.

Read on
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Get into the mobility mindset

Mobility is the new way of getting from A to

B. We take a look at how alternatives to car

ownership can benefit your business.

Find out more

Is slow and steady really safe?

There’s no law for driving under the speed

limit, but going too slowly could incur fines

for obstructing other drivers.

Learn more

Is your fleet freedom-ready?

From maintenance to budget checks to tax

savings, here’s all you need to know about

getting on the road post-lockdown.

Show me

Don’t let footwear trip you up

Are your drivers wearing footwear that’s safe

for driving? Read our tips on what to wear to

avoid an accident or a fine.

Give me tips

Want more Australian motoring news?
We've compiled everything businesses need to know about the motoring industry.

Show me
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24/7 cover 
across Australia

See your 
business benefits

Roadside cover for 
your entire fleet

           

If you’d prefer not to receive Business Membership marketing emails from the NRMA, you can

unsubscribe here. 
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National Roads and Motorists’ Association Limited ABN 77 000 010 506 is a separate and independent company

from Insurance Australia Limited ABN 11 000 016 722 trading as NRMA Insurance.
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